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IMindyLandau - Re: more on material to be considered for removal from website Pg

From: David M
To: E.,Willia nrc;Mny L-anrdau; Susan Frant
Date: 9/26/01 4:39PM
Subject: Re: more on rrat~dal to be considered for removal from website

Mindy,
fT think we have to ref rain f rom going beyond the question of information presently accessible Via public

,j. WEB access. We know, for example, that people have ADAMS access to publicly available
Icorrespondence. To search the external ADAMS database without clear guidance and legal bases for

withdrawing/withholding info in accordance with 2.790 raises more issues than we are prepared to
address on a short turnaround basis.
David

>>> Mindy Landau 09/26/0 1 03:2 1 PM»>>
gb We have identified them, even though they are not located on the web (the PlBs apparently took much of

n teir infoifrom the FSARs). Obviouslythis would be more extensive in terms ofpulling back docs from
the PDR, and other locations... NTIS, Federal Depository and LPDRs (or local libraries.) Dave, what are
your thoughts on this?

>>> E..William Brach 09/26/01 03:12PM >>
5 Fiindy, most facility SARs for sites are very descriptive in location, site maps etc. Any consideration for

Lpulling these from the PDR and other locations? Bill

>>> Susan Frant 09/26/01 02:45PM »>>

to be removed

1. the Sealed Source and Device registry contains design details about sources and devices and is stand
A,4ih alone document on vulnerabilities of these devices. Remember this registry is also used extensively by

i agreement states.

2. PRM 73-1 0 KNevada petition' about possible terrorist attacks related to spent fuel transportation/submitted June 22,1999

areas under review\We are evaluating issues related to license files and don't believe that they reach the threshold of stand
alone documents such as PIB that Dave Matthews discussed. These files contain possession limits and
continency plans. Any thoughts?

IWhat are we doing with incident reports and events databases as well as inspection reports. We believe
thy are beyond the scope of this sort. Agreed?

CC: Barry Mendelsohn


